Abstract-In wireless sensor networks, each wireless sensor node records events occurred in its observation area with their observation time. Each wireless sensor node possesses its own local clock whose drift and offset are generally different from the others. By using observation records of the commonly observed events by neighbor wireless sensor nodes, this paper proposes a novel method to estimate the relative drift and offset between local clocks of the neighbor wireless sensor nodes. Here, each sensor node only detects the occurrences of events and cannot achieve the locations where the events occur. Hence, commonly observed events between neighbor wireless sensor nodes are required to be detected. Our proposed method applies a heuristic that multiple observation records in neighbor wireless sensor nodes whose intervals are the same are estimated to be commonly observed events.
INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network consists of numerous number of wireless sensor nodes with their sensor modules for achieving environmental data and wireless communication modules for transmission of data messages containing the environmental data to one of stationary sink nodes by using wireless multihop communication based on wireless ad-hoc communication. Each wireless sensor node possesses its local clock and the sensor node records observed events with the clock value at that time. Since the wireless sensor nodes work autonomously and their local clocks have individual differences, it is almost impossible for the local clocks in the wireless sensor nodes to be completely synchronized [3] . Especially due to individual differences in their crystal oscillators, incremented clock values in the same time duration are generally different one by one and networks with numerous number of nodes with their local clocks should be designed and managed on the assumption of the asynchronous local clocks [7] . Same as [9] , this paper assumes that a local clock value C (t) of a wireless sensor node S is represented with its offset O and drift dt /dt asC (t) = (dt / dt)t + O . Since each local clock of S has its own offset and drift, it is expected that a clock value difference |C (t) − C (t)| between local clocks of S and S is required to be kept small by a certain clock synchronization procedure with a certain short interval.
II. RELATED WORKS
The problem of synchronization among local clocks in a network has been discussed and various synchronization methods have been proposed. The most fundamental approach to solve the problem is the algorithm discussed in [1] . Here, between two computers, local clock value request and reply control messages are exchanged where these control messages carry local clock values of sender computers. However, since the receiver computer cannot achieve its local clock values when the received control message is transmitted, the transmission delay of the received control message is required to be estimated. Therefore, the methods for clock synchronization by exchange of local clock values require more precise estimation of transmission delay of control messages. Even with variation of transmission delay of control messages, it may be practically applicable for proposed methods to wired networks whose variation of transmission delay is not so large.
For synchronization of local clocks of wireless nodes in wireless ad-hoc networks, RBS [2] , FTSP [4] and TSPN [6] have been proposed. All these methods are based on the transmissions of control messages carrying local clock values as discussed before. Hence, for achieving highly precise synchronization among local clocks in wireless nodes, more precise estimation of transmission delay of control messages carrying local clock values are required. However, due to collision avoidance methods such as CSMA/CA and RTS/CTS control, it becomes much more difficult to estimate transmission delay of control messages for clock synchronization as shown in Figure 1 . III. PROPOSAL
A. Commonly Observed Events
Each wireless sensor node consists of a sensor module which detects events occurred within its observation area and a wireless communication module which transmits / receives wireless signals from / to its neighbor wireless nodes within its wireless signal transition area. A wireless sensor node S which detects an occurrence of an event within its observation area records kinds of the events with some additional related attributes including the clock value C (t) of its local clock at the instance t when S observes the event. For simplicity, this paper assumes that each event is detected by all the wireless sensor nodes whose observation areas include the location of the event at that instance, i.e. without any observation delay. In reality, each sensor device requires its specific response time for an event observation and the effect of the delay is discussed in our future work. In addition, all events are assumed to be the same kind. Hence, in accordance with the event observation records by a wireless sensor node S , a sequence ESeq ∶= |C (t ), C (t ), . . . , C (t ) of the clock values at the instances when S observes the events is induced. Here, C (t ) is the value of the local clock of S at the instance t when S observes an occurrence of an event e (t ) in its observation area. On the other hand, each wireless sensor node S communicates with its neighbor wireless sensor nodes within its wireless signal transmission area. Thus, it is possible for S to exchange its clock value sequence ESeq at occurrences of locally observed events with its neighbor wireless sensor nodes. Generally, the observation area of a wireless sensor node is included in its wireless signal transmission area. In addition, in a wireless sensor network, an observation area where all the event occurred are surely observed and recorded by at least one wireless sensor node is required to be covered by observation areas of multiple wireless sensor nodes [5, 8] . Hence, observation areas of neighbor wireless sensor nodes usually overlap and the wireless sensor nodes whose observation area overlap can communicate directly by using wireless ad-hoc communication. Suppose the case where observation areas of wireless sensor nodes S and S overlap as shown in Figure 2 .
[Commonly / Solely Observed Events] An event which occurs at a certain instance t in an overlapped area of observation areas OA and OA of wireless sensor nodes S and S respectively and is observed and recorded with local clock values C (t) and C (t) into clock value sequences ESeq and Eseq by S and S respectively is called a commonly observed event of S and S . On the other hand, an event which occurs at a certain instance t in an area included by OA and excluded by OA and is observed and recorded with a clock value C (t) into only a clock value sequences ESeq by S is called a solely observed event of S against S .
Each wireless sensor node S assumes to observe all the events occur within an observation area OA of S . As various widely available sensor modules, S only identifies the occurrence of the events and gets the clock values of its local clock at the instance of the occurrence of the events; however, it cannot identify the precise locations of the events in its observation area. Hence, it is impossible for S to identify whether an observed event is a commonly observed event with a neighbor wireless sensor node S or a solely observed event against S . Even though clock values at an instance when an event occurs are recorded by wireless sensor nodes which observe the event, since clock values C (t) and C (t) of wireless sensor nodes S and S at any instance t are generally different, it is impossible for a wireless sensor node to identify its commonly observed events with a specified neighbor wireless sensor nodes only by comparison of local clock values in their clock value sequences as shown in Figure 2 . Since clock values C (t) and C (t) of S and S for a commonly observed event at an instance t are different and it is impossible to identify commonly observed events of S and S only by simply comparing the sequences of clock values.
B. Relative Offset Estimation
By using commonly observed events defined in the previous subsection, this paper proposes a method to estimate a relative drift dt /dt = (dt /dt)/(dt /dt) and a relative offset O − O under an assumption that local clock values C (t) and C (t) of wireless sensor nodes S and S are given as C (t) = (dt / dt)t + O and C (t) = (dt /dt)t + O , respectively. This subsection discusses a method to estimate only a relative offset where a relative drift is assumed to be 1. The method to estimate both a relative drift and a relative offset is discussed in the next subsection.
In case that a relative drift of C (t) and C (t) is 1, i.e. values is their relative offset. However, it is difficult to identify a pair of clock values of a commonly observed event from local clock value sequences of neighbor wireless sensor node. This is because, as discussed in the previous section, even if wireless sensor nodes S and S observe the same event, i.e. their commonly observed event, at an instance t, their local clock values C (t) and C (t) at t are usually different, i.e.
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C (t) ≠ C (t) . In addition, even if the instances t and t′ of solely observed events observed by S and S respectively are different, i.e. t ≠ t′, their local clock values C (t) and C (t′) might be the same, i.e. C (t) = C (t′) . Hence, the simple comparison between individual clock values C (t) and C (t′)
recorded in sequences ESeq and ESeq of local clock values of S and S does not result in correct estimation of the relative offset between their local clocks.
In order to solve this problem, this paper proposes a novel method to estimate the relative offset and drift between the local clocks of neighbor wireless sensor nodes by using multiple pairs of clock values recorded in the sequences of local clock values. As discussed, a clock value sequence ESeq of local clock values of a wireless sensor node S when it observes events in its observation area OA includes local clock values of commonly observed events with its neighbor wireless node S . Though local clock values of S for the same commonly observed events are surely included in a clock value sequence ESeq of local clock values of S when it observes them, it is impossible to detect the commonly observed events by simple comparison of local clock values in ESeq and ESeq . However, since the commonly observed events, i.e. events which occurs in the overlapped area of observation areas OA and OA of S and S , are observed at the same instance t by S and S even though C (t) and C (t) may be different, intervals between the same pair of commonly observed events in S and S are the same. That is, suppose that clock values of S and S when they observe two commonly observed events occur at instances t and t′ are C (t), C (t′) , C (t) , C (t′) , respectively. Even if C (t) ≠ Cj(t) and C (t′) ≠ C (t′) , C (t′) − C (t) = C (t′) − C (t) is surely satisfied.
Since both locations where events occur and intervals between successive events contain a certain randomness, i.e. a certain unpredictability, this paper introduces a heuristic based on a reversed proposition of the above one into estimation of commonly observed events. Thus, if there exist local clock values C (t ) and C (t ) in ESeq of S and C (t ) and C (t ) in ESeq of S and C (t ) − C (t ) = C (t ) − C (t ) is satisfied though C (t ) ≠ C (t ) and C (t ) ≠ C (t ) , it is highly possible for S and S to have been observed two same events, i.e. there are two commonly observed events occurred at t = t and t = t respectively in the overlapped area of their observation areas. Needless to say, it might be possible for solely observed events whose recorded clock values are C (t ), C (t ), C (t ) and C (t ) to satisfy C (t ) − C (t ) = C (t ) − C (t ) on accident. Hence, our heuristical method regards the possible relative offset that provides the maximum number of estimated commonly observed events which satisfies the above condition as an estimated relative offset. 
C. Relative Drift Estimation
This subsection proposes an extended algorithm for estimation of both the relative offset and the relative drift for recorded local clock values in two neighbor wireless sensor Figure 4 shows the overview of our proposed method. Same as the method proposed in the previous subsection which supports only the cases with 1 relative drift, the number of estimated commonly observed events between local clock value sequences ESeq and ESeq for every possible relative offset C (t ) − C (t ). In addition, for estimation of the relative drift, another pair of local clock values C (t ) ∈ ESeq and C (t ) ∈ ESeq (k ≠ k′and l ≠ l′) is needed. Here, an estimated relative drift is (C (t ) − C (t ))/(C (t ) − C (t )) . After applying the transformation of local clock values with the estimated relative offset and the estimated relative drift, the number of estimated commonly observed events whose local clock values are the same is evaluated. Same as the previous subsection, according to a heuristic that the correct pair of relative offset and relative drift provides the maximum number of estimated commonly observed events, our proposed method estimate them. In order to apply our proposed method, for neighbor wireless sensor nodes to estimate relative offset and drifts to transform the local clock values for synchronization, there should be more than 3 commonly observed events. Hence, enough observation period to record local clock values are required. values C (t ) and C (t ) , C (t ) and C (t ) , and C (t ) and C (t ) are those for commonly observed events, i.e., t = t ,t = t and t = t , respectively, and the rest C (t ) and C (t ) are local clock values for solely observed events in S and S , respectively. By consideration that C (t ) and C (t ) are local clock values in S and S when a commonly observed events of S and S occurs, the relative offset is estimated as O − O = C (t ) − C (t ) and the line representing the local clock value in S is parallelly displaced as the points representing the local clock values C (t ) and C (t ) of the commonly observed event are overlapped. Then, by consideration that C (t ) and C (t ) are local clock values in S and S when a commonly observed events of S and S occurs, the relative drift is estimated as dt /dt = (C (t ) − C (t ))/ (C (t ) − C (t )) and the line representing the local clock value in S is rotated around the point representing the local clock value C (t ) as the points representing the local clock values C (t ) and C (t ) of the commonly observed event are overlapped. Now, the lines representing the local clock values of S and S are overlapped and all the commonly observed events including that for C (t ) and C (t ) are correctly estimated.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a novel clock synchronization method for wireless sensor networks. Different from the conventional methods by exchanging control messages with current local clock values and by estimation of transmission delay of the control messages, the proposed method estimates the relative offset and drift between two local clocks of neighbor wireless sensor nodes based on records of local clock values of event observations and estimation of commonly observed events of them. This paper has also designed estimation algorithms of relative offset and drift and evaluated their performance. 
